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campaign. But that the Army can be discredited in the eyes of the
people to a degree where its power and prestige ^ will become so
effectively undermined as to deprive the Army of its control or at
least of its preponderant influence in shaping national policy is an
hypothesis which, I believe, no one intimately conversant with Japan
and the Japanese would for a moment entertain. It is reluctantly
felt that the entertaining of such an hypothesis is unfortunately but
unquestionably a case of the wish being lather to the thought. Should
any coup fetat occur in Japan through social upheaval, there is little
doubt that it would immediately lead to a ruthless military
dictatorship*
So here we find ourselves squarely faced with a problem which, from
all present indications, is to be permanently with us : the problem
of principle versus realism. What are we going to do about it ?
First of all, I do not think that our Government can, or should,
or will compromise with principle. It is unthinkable to me, and
presumably unthinkable to the administration and to the great
majority of the American people, that in this day and age we should
do so. We need not do so. Unless or until the provisions of the
Nine-Power Treaty are modified by " orderly processes " we should
and must respect and honour our own commitments under that
agreement. . . .
Is an Isolated Japan Desirable ?
The argument is often advanced that Japan should and can be
• brought to terms through isolation. The corollary is furthermore
advanced that unless isolated and reduced by economic and financial
attrition to the rank of a second- or third-class power, it is only a
question of time before Japan continues her continental and overseas
expansion, involving the Philippines, the Netherlands East Indies,
and other Western possessions in the Far East; that the time to
restrain her expansion is now.
With regard to this thesis, I raise the following considerations.
The resort to methods calculated to bring about the isolation of
delinquent nations must presuppose in the final analysis the use of
force. Sanctions commenced but not carried through bring in their
wake a loss of prestige and influence to the nation declaring them.
Sanctions carried through to the end may lead to war. This state-
ment seems to me to be axiomatic and hardly open to controversy.
In my view, the use of force, except in defence of a nation's sovereignty,
can only constitute an admission of a lack, first of goodwill and,
second, of resourceful, imaginative, constructive statesmanship. To
those who hold, with regard to the specific situation with which we
are dealing, that it is not enough for goodwill and statesmanship
to exist only on one side, my rejoiner would be that these factors
exist also in Japan, albeit in latent form until now, and that one of
the functions of diplomacy is to bring those factors into full vigour.
Shidehara diplomacy has existed ; it can exist again.

